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Abstract 
A Digltal Spectral Correlator for GMRT 
The Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT), the world's largest radio telescope m the 
metrewave range, is an array of 30 antennas spread over appronmately 25 Sq Km and sltuated 
about 80 Km from Pune, Ind~a It IS bemg built as a major national facllity for research in 
Astrophysics 
The GMRT antennas are eqtupped with hlghly sensitive superheterodyned radio receivers o p  
erating in slx frequency bands between 50MHz and 1420 MHz, mth a maximum bandmdth of 
32MHz The GMRT receiver electronics outputs four analog signals - two sidebands for each of the 
two polamations - of l61dHz bandwidth for each of thz 30 antennas The 120 m d ~ g  slgnal streams 
thus obtamed are then input to the Correlato~ the digtal backend for real-time processing of 
these signals 
The GMRT correlator ~s requued to compute the cross-power spectrum of signals from all 435 (v) antenna pars as well as their associsted aut~power spectra This required a computing 
power of about 400 Giga Flops, which necessitated the development of a special purpose hardware 
specific to this application The author was a core member of the team which deslgned and 
implemented this complex signal processing system This them describes the basic spec~fications 
of the GMRT correlator and the design employed to meet them 
Each of the 120 analog signals is first sampled by the correlator and compensated for path 
length differences A real time Fourier transform is then performed on each of these to compute 
the~r spectra The voltage spectra thus obtained are input to a multipl~er array wh~ch computes 
the auto and cross-power spectra for all antenna pans 
The correlator thus comprises of four major blocks, vn , 
1 The ADC Subsystem Samples the 120 analog inputs at 32MS/s 
2 The Delay Subsystem Any value of delay upto 128 psecs can be compensated for, m steps 
of 32ns These delay values are dynarnicdly adjustable to compensate for effective path 
length differences produced due to rotation of the earth 
3 The FFT Subsystem Performs upto 512-point Fourier transform in real time to compute 
the spectra of each of the 120 inputs It thus provides a maximum of 256 spectral channels 
for each input 
4 The MAC Sqbsystem Mult~plies the FFT outputs to compute the self and cross-power 
spectra for all the antenna pars It provldes a total of 238080 complex accumulator channels 
The discussion presented in the thesis Includes the clrcult-design and packaging aspects of the 
varlous subsystems and the procedures employed to test valldate and mtegrate them 
